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i\bstract 
-Scientific inventory control is generally understood 
to be the use of mat11ematical and simulation models to ob-
tain rules for operating inventory systemso The develop-
ment of some models have practical application as an im-
mediate objectiveo Ana~some models present interesting 
theoretical problems in mathematicss The various mathem-
atical tools used have ranged £ram simple calculus to 
' 
1 
advanced mathematical programming etc. In this work I hrve-, 
___ sur.v:eye.d., --anal-yzed--and---evalua-ted--the-se- -n1od.els as -applied '"Go 
inventory theory on the basesof the formula used, limi~-
ations, assun1ptions, -data requiren1ent and their pr-actical 
appli C?a·tion a.> 
•-
- ~
1he vvhole v1or1c is a con1piled~ v1orlc fi---on1 various boolrs I;_-. f • 
.. --. ', 
-·-,and·;:' journals,- bibliography .for \Nhich is· given at the -endo · 
. Sometin1es I .have taken the liberty of ao.apting and quoting 
~ 
. 
- - - _ · · - : --freely·_ the v1ofk. o.:f son)e .authors. 
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-., ., .,.•,,•1,·\,' 
The definition of inventory as suggested bv Fred "-' ,._1 ,, 
1-rau.ssma11 is, 0 1\n inventory is an idle resot11~ce of' any }ci11d, 
provided tl1at st1c}1 resource has economic \raltie ®" In\rentory 
theory deals with the determination of the optimal level of 
such an idle resource. And tht~1;'is' d~~~ by the application 
. of one of the many inve toty models~ These inventory models 
',,,; .. ~ 
--~ 
are constI'_~.9~te-d0 -:6i1 the basis of certain assumptions, data "-
It is obvious that some simplifications and_ approxi-__ 
mations vvill alv.rays be made of real v.1orld systems o }Iovvever 9 
one must be extremely careful in developing a model to be 
sure that it represents with sufficient accuracy the essential 
characteristics of the system which are important determi-
nants of what the operating doctrine.should beo If this is 
not done, the results obtained by use of the model can easily 
.. 
lea~ to operating rules which are worse than those which 
: · . · ______ could. be .d~:ri __ Y§<ic.f_r_om simple heuristic -.intuitive -considerations o · ' , , , , l '. " :·i{::~ -: ·~ _ - -- - -_, - - --~ .-~· ·c- ,cc - __ ... __ . _ 
. 
' 
It v1ould hardly seen1 necessary to emphasize t~is_:. point tha.,t 
,, .. , models have been used in situations \A1here they v,ere conip-=. · . . -- ..... ;~- --.-- ---- -- --- - ---- -----·-- --- .. -·. -- .· 
' . 
-
· .lete-;y-~inappl.icc1.p:loe ·st~Pl-_Y .. p_~G?J.1J.~~ .... 'th~--111Q~~l~l_·was·.~,a:vailable-• · · · · ;.: .. ::,; _ _:_:_ . ..;_-~·.:.: .. .":.....·.:....:_.:.:_ ·. ·._._,_;_-:-:_,~;· • .--__~ 0-.-, ··: ·.·.::.-•• :.c_.:-; __ ;•.: _ _.:: .• •:.. . .:_.::c~ .. -C-.:.:--C ---.cc.· ... o.C---·-·-··- ........... ------ -·· • ·· -· 
· . • ~ 
···- .... ,_ 
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. . for use6 ·~itiy projects fail because of the,b1ind ~se of 
. _, 
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te:x:t-=boo·1s: invento;ry. fo~iµµla, -·pre.:.desigiled pa9ltages ,. or 
1 
'°canned0 computer progran1.s fat· production. and inventory control. . .. . 
. 
'?-i~n exarripl~ is, the use of classical ·EOQ for~ula 
··Eo"= ... · ·2xD.~man~Se:t=.u-e · Cost 
~- Carryi~g· Cos.t · _ 
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Vl}1icJ1 hardly a realistic 1'"'e1Jre s e:11 ta ti 011. 
... of a.ctual 
i11ver1tory svsten1a 
u iNhat 
of rna·t}1ematics anc1 incJicates 
k.:110\V]1 
should 
. 1 · t .. m1sa~pp. ica 10n. 
be as avva1~e of 
the underlying assumptions and mathematical logic of the 
package as we would be of these assumptions when we custom 
design tJ1e systemc Even if a package could be used, it is 
necessary·-eto-.. _cQ_$t ou-t 
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E·\ral 1.1a.tior1 of a. I.Ioc1el 
Again the must neglected part of any application of 
an inventory model to a real world situation is an objective 
evaluation of how well it workedg Even under ideal condi-
tions, it can often be difficult to quantify in monetary 
terms precisely how much improvement has been doneo In some 
cases, the improvement is so startling that even though one 
cannot say precisely what the annual reduction in costs are, 
it is clea1'"" that they are substantial; a rnore detailed 
eval-µation is unnecessary 0 Hov1ever, in such situations, I. t 
... is.usually .also.true that alrnost any rational procedure for 
operating the system would have yielded a remarkable im-
provement, and hence the improvement cannot be attributed to 
the use of any particular mathematical models In cases where 
the use of a mathematical model lead to a reduction in· 
average.on hand inventory, a reduction in average fraction 
.of tirae out. of stock, and a recluction in the average annual . . 
rate of placing orderss, then, p~9_ytp.~¢t.t.h.a_t.,_it __ was no.t ----- -----·--·------·--.. ·-- -··-·---·-------· -- - --------------------------·-·--·-····-- ------------·--- - -- c····- . 
-· . 
,.· 
-:-···.- . •· ---- - -






· as to ·v1heth.e.r .. tl1.e nevi system ~~11, affect sufficient. cost 
' .• ._:-<, •.•••.. ,;_ __ 
r_educt.i·on to pay fpr ~he_ cost. of instal~ing ito · ··The cost. of 
(' install.ing a new systera bas_ed", on the use of a mathematical 
, .. rnod~l is .often fairly·~·higho In very large inventory systems . 
. \:.:;,.· ... 
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hundred thousand to a million dollars per year reduction in 
carrying cost alone, it is very easy to 
rather large sums in an attempt to make improvementsm 
the system becomes smaller and smaller, however, it becomes 
increasingly difficult to justify large expenditures for the 
introduction of a sophisticated control sys~emo 
ri·1easu1--ing and analyzing t11e periormance of the system 
is also essentia.l to v1ell d.esigned in,lento1~y control system~ 
If tl1e systern is to be n1anaged efficie11tly 9 this information 
must be relayed to the management responsible for the 
invenLory.system and its effectivenessa The reporting 
should be in such a form that problems can be readily detec-
tedo Flow chart·shows a simplified inventory control systemo 
/• 
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A Simplified in·ventory control 
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The definition of inventory calls attention to two 
aspects of the inventory problem, procurement of the demand 
and the futt11~e deme-1r1d.o 
Each of these introduces some important differences 
among inventory problemso And the most important of these 
d_ifferences ar~e a 
(1) l(novvledge of demands certainty, riskp uncertainty" 
(2) hlethod of obtaining commodity s outside supplier or 
self-supplyinge 
I:,-;;:. ( J) -The decision process s 
or·~repeti ti ve i o ea dynamic 
one shot decision i o e·o statici/c~ 
(~i) Fixed demand distrib.ution over time or va:r.")ying demand 
distributiono 
(5) Constant time lag in receiving orders or variable with 
probability distribution.· 
' '. 
-Each of these d·ifferences stems from variations in the· • I . , : . ,. ... :~' . . 
. . ' .- major· structural compo~:~:nts · of tlle general .. inventory. problem. 
· .. _.· ______ · __________ Q_onsi_dering · the above· d.iJferences- it. -is~ obvious that the · --· ---------. ··-· . . . . - . ' . . . . . . .\. _J 
-
. ·-··., ~, • .,,• ,, •. ·,.c•:~ 
- .,, .... __ -_. H 
-
•· ·• '·• -~-•- • ,., •., ,_,', ,:.,-- r,.-; ·~ -'·> •-- -
. total .nurab·e-r-- of Stib·cl§.§~~.§ .. ~c,Q{: .. ·lilYEth::'GOry .. ".pr.o.blems-·,·J~s,enormous~;··'··~,"·~·~---~-~·~~~·--~-~:-~::.~~~~: .c•=~-•-:0.="-"''••·,·-°'••••'·""·'-='••.c•~•·=·-••~cc·-~ .... , ... · ... ,.-~, ,c,· ·-~'~'cc··•·.,.•=-·•'·''''"-··"'·'---~-- ...... • ...... _ ... -- ............... , .. ,.cc ...... ,_, .. ____ ...... ·-·· -- . ,,. '. '•· .·' . 
. 
. ' 
. - . . To . soi, ve these ~in;ent,or.y·-_pr-01Jle_ni_s_9. _quite-·_ a nurnber. :of· ma them-
. ·----~t~aL-~d-~~-~e--~leo- ~nd ~odel~ used 
. in inventory theory · have ranged from ·simplified ; const-~.uct, · · -
.. 
. . 
-to highly deve·loped abstract.· synthesis o_ The n1ethodqlo-gica1·. · 
. , tools used .have included the infinites.imal ,ca1c·u1usv the 
p,.,. . A. 2*:lla 
,;;;;;;;p ....::se-- g.:c:tt=c:t5 -
) . 
-~·::;;.::;· - -----~-·-.. --- ~---:-, ; 
-=---- --- - -~ - -~ 
'------· 
---~---:ccq--,-..-.~· ·--~----~-~-,·---=---~----~-7-_----· ·------.- --=--.--:--. -
..... "-'·'.., 
calculus of variations, analogies of servo-theory, statis~ 
tica~l d.ecisio11 theo1 ... y, stocJ..astic process analysis, mathera-
atical .Prograrruning, a .. nd O*thers(I A11d vve }1ave seer1 that if 
we attempt to include too many features of reality in our 
mathematical model, we find ourselves engulfe~ by compli--
cated equations and unlrn<;>_v1n functions a The determinations ; 
of these functions leads to even more qomplicated equations .U-· 
\Ni th even more unltnovvn parameters and functions, and. so ono 
If, on the other hand, we construct our model in too simple 
a fashion, we soon find that it does not predict to suit 
our tasteso It follows that there has to be something be-
·tvv1een over simplification and over cornplication and v1hile . 
8 
vie are _concerned with optimization of the rnathematical model, 




the rnodel will also be optin1ized since a number of simpl-ifying · 
··· assumptions and approximations must be· made to obtain the 
·-model, the worst we can e~pect is that by using.the optimal 
. 
-
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.. .. . . 
. i meanso - (-In fact what ·-·one "iieects · i·s- .~:nven:ient --11-eur·istic: 
·· ! 
. 'i ··· T 
... '" · .· . . 








· -9oncerning inventory rules-a .. Thi.s raodel. should. per-m,t t the·· .. · . 
manager to 
pectiono) I 




• • J 
- . _: ___ ::_~:--,, _______ ._ _______ ... 
,, ' ·•* .. . . 
~- '.,..,,,, ::-,:_: .. - --.::::-_-:.._ '....c·.::·-_: .;.::·..:.c:., :..; -. ·.· -----~;:-c.-::· ·,:.;.•,-:::,:;.,; _.,_~,:-:,~:cc~'-'-'°''-":'.· - -------
tiere I l1ope to anc1lyze and evalua·te sorne of ·t11e rr1odels 
on the basis of assumptions, data requirement, limitations 
and tr1eir pr·actical applica~tione 
The following methods and models are considered, 
lo Classical calculus and Lagrange multiplierso 
2 a Linear prog1~clrnrning a 
Jo D}mamic programmingo 
L~ o Que.'v .. _ing theory 





The general structure of the analysis of different models as 
applied .to inventory problems is to find out vvhen and hov, 
.. 
rnuch commodity should be orderedg And this is· done by con-
sidering th·e opposing costs o By this we mean simply that 
there must be a cost associated wi t11 buying uotoo much" and 
there must be a cost associated with buyj.ng aotoo littleo 0 --··----· - ------ ··- ______ .. ___ . __ .. ~·_-:_···· ' -. 
The usual objective will b~ minimizing·~f the·totaldcost 
--·- ·.--- - . .; , --- -
invol vedo · The total cost. includes· all .of the r·elevant op- ":· 
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CLASSICAL OPTIMIZATION METHODS 
Classical optimizing techniques of calculus can easily 
be applied to inventory problems~ Consider the problem of 
controlling the inventory of a given item at a Single 
locatio11 \Vl1en -t11e assuinp~tion is made tha~t tl1e ra-te of demand 
for the item is deterministic and is a constant R units per 
year independent of timea Suppose that the procurement lead 
time is a cons~tant independe11t of R and the quantity ordered. o 
Since Rand lead time are constants and deterministics 9 it 
is i n1media tely clear that v1hen the system is operated 
optimally, the same quantity ·Vvill be ordered each time an 
order is placed, -·and the ,o,n hand inventory at the point in 
time v1hen an .order arrives vvill alv1ays have the same value·'g 
Let CP be the preparation cost per order, Ch is the inventory 
holding cost per unit per year 9 C is the procurement cost 
· per unit and I be t.he carrying charge per unit time per 
monetary unit invested 1n inventory. 
. C =IC 
Clearly 
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. - .'. ·. ..··. ~- . . Then the incremen.t.- cost for this simple_ ~ystem· is; back __ , : ....... : ... s·--· , ____ ;_c •.•• -
. orders are not allowed, 
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where Q is the lot sizee This- 'is an equation ·for the total \ 
- ~· 
--.. ····.,~·-···-.,,.-· .. ·· 
··. increment cost·· cur·ve and -TIC 'is a funct-ion of the. single· . - -- . -·- .. 
·= 
.• , '1 . ·f':\ 
,' i:...· variable Q and vie wish to de·t~rmine a -·general expressi.on for · 
.::},., .... :, . 
.-.;:.:-::, .. ' ·, 
•• ,. '· ·i -· . 
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Q* the lot size associated with the minimum of the total incremental cost curveo A necessary condition for a par-
ticular solution, Q=Q* to be a minimum is that 
d (.TIC L 
a~t Q=Q1} dQ =0 
.11 
frorn lol get the \Vell knov1n .. lot • formula 
So VJG economic size 
. 
Q~r = J 2 ··cl?R 
£. Z!"" ~~~ 
c·h 
and ti1ne betv1een orders 
(]~;t-, 
t v ~ ~.1= R ___________ {lo)) 
If back orders are allowed at some definite cost C8 - ~ ... 1 
then with the same principles 
. QJ,"" t/ I -
,.J 
'" 2 CPR ch + Cs • • 
ch C· h 
Most real world inventory systems stock many items 9 not 
merely a single itemo There can be many sorts of .. inter: .... _ 
{lo4) 
actions betweex1 iteras O· There can be. constraints on the floor.. .. .,. 
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\ Consider the case ~,here th·ere is. ·an upper limit. f to -.. ;'' . ___ ..:-.-----·· 
. 
··.···.the .· square -feet . i;,f warehouse floor space o Let th.ere· be n .· 
• 




· items· and each unit of item j .. _t~akes up f j square feet of 
. . 
floor If Qj is the ord@r quantity for i t~m ""j then 
·,,, _,:;-e~.:~·-™ I-----------
., 
~~ ,,1 a 
.. ,J.. _ ., 
T1 
)' ~P-(). 




It is desired to find the absolute minimum of (1.6), 
j=lg 2, ----,n, subject to constraint (l.5). First solve 
t11e problen1 ignox'ing t11e const1--aint (1,5) e Thus vve have 
Qj = ,/ 2 RjC~ 
IjCj -=---(lo?) 
If the Qj of (1.7) satisfy (1.5), then these Qj are optimal. 
In such a case the constraint is not active, i.e. sufficient 
floor space is available so that average yearly cost could 
not be reduced by increasing the amount of floor space. 
availableo 
On the other h~dp if the Qj of (l.7) do not satisfy 
. ."·. ;,'· -~ .L 
·, 
-----·--·--·-·-~---~-~----- -- ,, 
(~o5)~hen ~he coristraiht is active 8.l'ld Qjof (1.7) are not 
-- - ·- - -·--· ----- ' - -
To~ f irid the-·o-ptimal Qj g the -Lagran~~- 1.1:~.~-~}:,plier _____ · ---'-~L-:-~·-·--· 
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Where the parameter, A is a Lagrange multi plier o ·,! Then the 
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. ' 
set of Qj, j=l9 ---'-- 9 np which yield the absolute minimum 
. " 
of TIC to (la5) are solutions to the set of equations. 
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' } Q,j Q~ 2 U..:, 
These 11ave the unique and hence optirnal solution 
" j=l ~ ----no __ (loll) 
whe1~e A~r is the value of A such that Qirj of (lcll) satisfy 
Thus, in an intuitive sense, A* gives the decrease in 
the minim~m cost if the floor space were inqreased by one 
'· . 
........ ___ ~, 
square footo The Legrange multiplier is often called the 
imputed price or shadow price of floor spaceo 
Similarly there can be a constraint on the total num-
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iill these_ problems ·can be solved with the_ help of_ .Lagrangian 
. multipliers s _ 
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, tattonal view_point!i th·e method· of Lagrange multip:L·iers- is 
• 
• T< • " 
- -,, 
·· --· ·~ no-t · a particul?-fly power:f~l _ procedure··b , It · is often essentially -
..:. •.•.. ii.' 
-
. /J' 
o :··.--~-~ .. ---.-cc .. cc. 
impossible to solve the equations to obtain the ·critical 
Ftirtl1ermore, even when they can be obtained 0 the 
r1urnbel" of cr·ivtical points rnay be so la~rge (often infinite) 
that it is impractical to attempt to identify a global 
rninimum 6 or ma1c1mum/JI Hov1ever, for certain types of small 
problems, this method can sometirnes be used successfully 0 
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Li11ear programrni11g can 1)e used as a nice framevlork for 
inventory control v1here the n1ethod of obtaini11g corn.modi ty is 
"Self-supplying 0 4) l~s the problen1 of de-termining ti1e econom-
-' ical lot sizes in manufacturing is similar to that of finding 
economical purchase quantity0 Here the problem is one of ... 
balancing the initial cost for machine and clerical prepar~ 
ation against the cost of carrying the order in stocko 
The linear programming methods break down into both dis~ 
tribution and sirnple~:. n1ethods, Bov1man ° s distribution model 
of Linear pI'ogramming in production--inventory control can be 
used as a framework in several modifications~ With flue-\ 
- tuating demands a manufact11rer must have fluctuating pro-
,. 
duction, or fluctuating inventory or botho Penalties are. 
, . . -
. associated with e-i ther_. ~ype of· fluctuations e The structure 
of the distri butio11 model is simple v and it focuses on ·the 
. objectives of assigning uni ts ."of prod ti ve capacity in such 
. . . . t ' 
- a. vva_y_that.combined-produ,c=ti-on:~,plus .~storage· cost are mini.;. 
. . --. ~ ·- --- -· - . ._ - . 
mize·d and sales:demandrrietp··vv'ithin- the constraints of· v • I 
. 
. ~ 
-· -- ~·· ' 
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.. ·.- avail.able capa_c.it~ o _ Table._ I sh-9ws the generalized ct,st. 
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- . within the -table: repr_e{3ent the unit cost· of shipmen~- --_:from~i--··-------, 
. 
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' new source to the column dfilstinationo The row rim C()~dit.fOnS · · · .· 
. . 
'. ,f'or:s the constr,aints that sales r~;tir:ement wi~l be. met 
· · that ·the St, represent forecasted sales ~nd ·~n· i.~ ending 
'I 
-, 
Certain ·cell routes 9 - marked' by dashes,··. are · 
~;r ... ·. 
" ·inventoryo 
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forbj_dden since it is not possible to produce in one period 
in a previous perioda 
flh I P 
~ "<t-"' t !.-~ 1- ,.,.. r ~ '} , t 1 • c ornpt1 ~ a\ .. l 011::1 c:1a VEt11 i:ct2~e s o·t ·-c 1 e 1:r:::111s J)O 1"' f1-c1011 
n1 et }1 o d [tr e i· air· 1 ~r v1 e 11 1c r1 o v.r 11 a T l1 e rn e ~c 11 o ct c cln 1J e re a cl i 1 y 
extended to several productso 
.... 
Each nroduct in each 
. .J. 
J)eriod becornes a sepaI"f1te destina~tion ( or· column) o The 
g-.ceatest drav1baclcs of distribu~tion 1nethods are i11 the fact 
that change costs are no-t accornpanied and there is no 
penalty for back ordering or lot saleso 
l1. linear relationship in all cos~ts is assumedo 
Linear programming models are designed primarily for 
Thus 
situations with important seasonal fluctuations in demand 
fro~ period to period and where a linear relationship in 
all costs co;_u_l.d be assun1edo 
Thus thi1 method has merit 9 0 t . 1 lS quite difficult to 
get meaningful ·costs (linearity) 9 capacities (homogeneity) 9 
and requiren1ent.s (certainty) • 
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Unit Costs of 'Shipment' 
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- (destination) Sales periods Total ,_ 
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"DYI·J1\.I.IIC PROGRi\I1IL1IIJG 11 
D- ~ ~ . 1~ 1 'l . 1 .... r., 
y11am.i c pr·ogra.rnrning 1 s a s J.f;r1 -c y rni s eo.a.i11g n'-1rne 101:-" 
what is really u mathematical theory of multistage decision 
processes C) The nan1e, \Vi th its suggestior1s of a computer 
progranrrni11g tecJmique, \Vas coined becatlse in n1any cases 
dy-narnic programrning leads to a solution in the form of a 
progran1 for a digi·ta.J_ cornpute1~ a Hovvever i the ~theory of 
multistage decision process is not a branch of computer 
programn1ing technique, it is a branch of applied mathematics, 
1\ vvide variety of practical problems can be expressed as 
multistage decision processc A class of inventory problems· 




'.l~.\ ... In a strict sense, steidy state conditions are a fiction in the real worlda The essential characteristics of all -:_;!:· ~. , 
economic systeras is that, they are continually changing vvi th 
·timeo For inventory.systems 9 the processes·ge~erating dem-
. ands and lead times change with time 9 and so do the. various 
.. ;. ·,· 
st' costs of· intere:s~t,·- and even the. i terns carried by the systema 
-
···- - - .. . -- . -
-- - --.-- -- -- -------
-
, .. 
·-·----·----'-~~~~-.:_.:_~ -..... Inr~any,case·S, however·, the··changes-~ccur slow~y enough_ so 
---------
- -- _.,. - -that for considerable lengths of tin1e t,he .''system ·9an be 
-." 
0 
_ .• _., :~c,c,:" __ c.c :.·cc.·-~·.,:.,.~-_.~ .. -.:::c·:•c· •• -·- · -··-· 
·_-_ -··· --,-c~··c:.:._c···.·.-~.~~~,'=·~·-: .... ···-'· . tr-eated -·as- if·-··i,t· v1ere . in·-· a·;ifteti'c[y st·a··t"e mo.de-bf ··operEttion c 
. 
' 
In ot·her instancesp h_o~everj the. changes· occur v~·ith ·su,ch rap- .. . . . . t . . . . . . . ·. . .. · ' . '. ,, . . 1 • • • • ... • 
• 
• idity·that.they.must b.e.explicitll acC?urited' ~ore Usually . it -is the~ changes in the process· g~hefatir{g deraands Vvhich · • 
. a~e raost ·imp()rtal1.t a··· The. 'difficulty ·Of formulating_ an·d ob-
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rn o c1 e 1 s i s c~ o 11 f:3 i de x~ a lJ :t y· c; r· e ~1 ~t e r· ·t J1 c111 t: 11 fl ~t f o 1~ t 11 e c r1 tJ e v1 lt e 11 
it was permissible to assume that the system was in steady 
Usually a large digital computer is needed to ob-
tain numerical solutions. The natural formalism for set-
ti11g u.p d~/11:.1rnic rnodel in a f 01"\rn fo1~ nurnerica.l compu.-tD.tion j_s 
dynamic progrrunminge 
Dy11arni c progrEimrning is a good tecltnique for obtaining 
11umerica .. l c1nsv1ers -to dY}1a1nic inventory problems v1i -th a finite 
number of periodsG T11e dy.r1an1ic programming f orma,.lism has 
beer1 fou11d useful in studying certain theoretical aspects 
of s-teady state models o T11e dynarnic programrning approach 
provides anothe~ means for obtaining the average annual cost, 
bo·t11 for .. cransa'ctio11 reporting aJ1d neriodic revievv systen10 
. I 
// 
I~ov1 ·a general dynan1ic prugrammfhg approach to invento1~y 
problems vii th knovvn but variable demands at discrete times 
is p1""'esentedo 
Let2 
R·· = the known requirement for period i. :l .. ' ' ' ' ',. ' " ... ',-, -,-., . 
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CH = Invent·ory hold.ing,: coi~ft -per unit per peri.od~e .... . . ·. ,, 
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Z = Inventory holding cost+ delivery cost, given that, 
l c11 Inventory in each period .. l ('; u depleted at a uniform rate~ 
29 There is no inventory at the beginning of the first or 
at the end of the last period~ 
3, A single order specifying the delivery schedule is 
















LI, Q The tlni t price is based. on tJ1e total quantity 01,..d.ered 
and is independent of the delivery schedulea 
. I', 
l ! I 
The requirement for any period may be covered by a del-
ivery at the beginning of that period or else included in 
the previous delivery, except for the first period when a 
1ninir11um de~li very of 1~1 is required a A schedule is theref-ore 
con1pletely sp~cif ied -~oy (~-1) decisions between tvro alter-
h-1 , natives, giving a total of 2 possible schedules, preclu-
ding solution of enumerationa 
The dynamic programming method proceeds systematically 
from period 1 to period n@ For period ip the cost is found 
of co·vering r·equi-r"l--~~-~-_:-:_- ~;, ~ ~-: ---.. -\J.- ~in·crua'i-ng _____ p~e-rio-cf--i-~c-c-by----~---- -- ____ -_ .: :_c_--c-----,: \ 
. ~ schedules whose last non zero deliYoei-ies are made 8.t_:the beg..; - -------------- j 
_ __ . --· ------- -- inning of the period 1 p 2 s -Jr -•.;.:- p i 9 ,r,rith P:revious deli¥= ----- ~ ~: : f --· -----· - --- _____ ... _ ........ ---
---------· 
-·-. =r._·,, 
------ - - --- - - - - -~ - ------·--·- --· . - -------
. . - . - , ' 
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The DP functional equation for the system isi 
f(t) = mi11 [cp+I(T,t) -i- -f (T-1) j l<T<t · · 
- -
-1--1 L- fl! __ .,..._ A 11 II • . Ii) 
where I(T,t) is the inventory holding cost over periods 
T tot inclusiveos 
Let t·;'" be tl1e val11e of T v1hich n1inimizes f (t) o Then B(~t), 
the least-cost schedule up to and including period t, is 
-----, )Ct, vvhere 
t 
~~r 
- ~ r· .il..t{~ - t .. J~ l 
and 
B(t~'"-1) is the least· cost sch€r€lule up -'co and including 
. ... t·'t.. l .... period. '-= e 
.The foregoing procedure is restricted to a discrete 
case becaus~ in~practical problems the data are irt this 
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function· and the· optimal decision_a~e- tabul·ated_~-~ This· is - --- -------- --~------ • • ~--= ••,- e"-,.., ~ • ·-... -
-~· _ ·~_..::.:.·:, i 
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-. · just ·t.he sort. of. procedure tllat ·can ·be· performed by ·po 
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digital:computero The numerical procedures of DP s}J.are 
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.·problems·· of h'igh din1en~ic;,nality vvhen· the number of points at 
' . '"'' .. 
. ... 
,. 
. . . .. r- .. 
I':_, 
3 pi - ~-
- _ .... _~--~----
- --~~-
----
which functions must be detetmined becomes very large~ The 
11urnber· o.f en.ti-·ies i11 a ta.lJt1l,1tior1 of' nu1nc1r·ical sol1.1-tio11 ir1-
creases exponentially with the dimensionality of the process~ 
In short, it car1 easily 1~equire a comptl ter one h.tinct1~ed_ tin1es 
as long to solve a problem with two constraints as it would 
a problem with only a single constrainta Furthermore, a 
great deal more memory capacity is needed for the larger 
The formulation of this problem points out one of 
the serious limitations of the DP techniaue~ ;J,. 
Only problems which can be formulated in a way such that 
the [f(t)] functions depend on a very small number of para-
. . 
meters are feasible computationallyo In fact, any problem 
vvith [f(t)] involv.ing more .than -three parameters i·s outsiqe.'d ··t 
the range of feasibili ty 9 even ,Ni th the largest computer 
availab~e 9 and- problems with three parameters require a 
·tren1endou$. .amount of computer t·irne to solve o 
Again DP is a very interesting appro~ch but it provides 
the user with no inform9.--tion about the dependency of '?Ptimal _____________________ , - -- - - - -- - ·-----···---------- ----.-·--------· ---- -----
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a warehouse is also an operation 1nvolving variable supply 
and den1a.ncl, ancl -tJ1us E3orne of its dy11an1ics c,1n be analyzecl 
by rneans of tecl111iqt1es of Qu.ellir1g tl1eory, particularly 
those aspects which depend on the degree of variability of 
the demand on supply~ Some of the characteristics or this 
type of operation require rather special models of queuesG 
1-t v.rill be shov,n here hov1 cer-tain queuing rnoclels can be used 
in the inventory theoryo 
The characteristics of an inventory operation v1hich 
sets it.off.from other queuing problems is that the primary 
u arrival O si the ind~i vidtial Ctlston1er or tl1e 01-~der for v1i th-
dravval from. inv'entory, produces a dec1~ease in the amounf o:f 
inventory rather than an increase in the size of the queue0 
The service operation from this point of view, is the pro-
cess of repleni~hing this vacancy in the inventory, the 
---------.--
- --~~-:_~--:-=----~-----~-=---
- - - -- -
- -
,-_cC-~-~-.c=-~:.:-~<",,,-, .. ,,,?=~,c-._ .--,-~pr·ocE{ss- of reordering this missing i tern from the factory or 
---- ----.---:----------.-----·-·.- ·-· ·-· --1----· ---"' -----------__ --- -- -
·--- \.Vholesale.ro -. ~~-hd 9 ···of ·course p the 00 Service timen is the time 
-_--_-c,-c·.,,C=cc,,,,'-_--.~,-'=.'c=·'.'_''' •• _,_-; __ ,,~,,, 
_ w1re11-~E--· ft~II1°-If.'l S0Id or Otherwise wi;thdrawn .• :from inventory . --- -----------~ - . ·--·---·--·-·-··-----·-·· - -·-···- .. --····· ···-----··ci,·.-----,---------
---·-· -----
and the-time when a-new· i tern·· arrives- to fill the· vacancy .~ 
--------- -
-~ . -·- ----------------~~---~--
-- . 
- ~------- - - --- ---- --- --- ·-- --- ----- - -- --------
- ---------caused by the-earlj;er ·w1·~t-h-aravialo-" . . 
,, 
~Thus · 1th-e -·-u, aueue·0~ can be . 9 i 
..... ,, 1•' 
. considered to be the. nun1ber- .of unfilled orders p sent by the .. store 
. 
, pos-sessing. the. inve:r1tory to. the ·_factory· or Virholesaler,, to 
') ... 
---·~. . ·····-- . - ' .. ,--------·--. - ----·- .-
. ' 
?iG---5-£ I 
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~ . . 1 . il sirnp e case 1s d.isct1ssed. 11er~e ii Supposea 
(1) the store orders another unit from the factory as soon 
as one is sold, so that the sum of units on hand plus the 
unfilled replacement orders is a constant, which we can call 
the rnaJ{iintlin i11ve11tory a 
(2) the ma:x:i1nun1 inventory has to be r,Io 
(J) Sales have a poisson distr~bution in time, with rate A 
per unit of timeo 
, (4) No sales when item is out of stocko 
(5) the distribution of the time interval is one of the 
1 Erlang functions with a mean replenishment time T =M, 
It 
m items 
is easy· to·prove 
....____.....__ 
that the probability that there are 
..,. 
~---,\.>~ 
in. stock is V 1 
-,".-\_.t'.i-, 
-AT 
e / (M-m) ! Em (AT) J ,. 
I\1 >·m >.o 
- c=::s 
v1here !VI is the ma)cimum inventory 9 A the mean sales -rate· -vvhen 
\ 
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· v1.e, see . that· the probabilities ··are the . same. no n1atter v1hat · 
·. the distribution. of replenislunent tirne is~., as long. as the 












From these probabilities it is easy to compute the measures 
of ef'fectiveness o:f ~t11e svsternt> lilce n1eaJ1 nti.rnbe1~ of r~eola.ce..-v , ~ 
ment orders outstanding, mean inventory, probability of 
being out of stockf mean number sales in replenishment time 
T etcQ 
It is not difficult to see whetper a sales operation 
corresponds to this simple modela The arrival rate A can be 
determined by counting the average rate of sales when the item 
is in stock0 The validity of the assumptions of Poisson 
arrivals can be c11ecked by seeing vvl1ether the mean inventory 
corresponds to the equations 
Ivlean Inventory = I-=M ( Dm-l (t .. T)/Em(i..T)] 
= Em+1 (x) - (x/(m+l)] Em(x) vvhere 
The determination of the optimum inventory I~~ is done by 
usual method of yielding the greatest profit, so that not 
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.. per repleni_shment order then the _ e·quati.on- for -the_ optimum , ---~- n 
Jt:' 
-
-Em __ 1 (AT) 
- ·~~ ~=A1T~ -·- ' • \.", •• ~ .... ~,;......,,_:, ,,, C ,,, .... , -'" • 
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is too simple C Ol""'r·e SD011C1 
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And it is simple to examine other models in .•. 
which one or more of these five conditions are altered. 
Queuing theory can also be adapted -to s~tudy ~the coord.ina~tion 
of a continuous-level production rate with a base stock 
level inventory policy, where the latter is depleted by a 
particular random demand processG 
Another application of queuing theory to inventory 
theory is by observing that any queuing sys-tern can be vievved 
as tv10 symmetric queues si one of the cust.otners in line for 
service P and_ one of idle cler1cs, · avvai-ting customers o J-rere 
the backlog of orders corresponds to the queue of customers:,-\ 
and items in stock to the idle clerkso 
.. ' 
The application of queuing theory to inventory models, 
ignores fundamental conceptual differences between inventory 
models and the more conventional queuing __ r~99.ei$_ as _applied ---·--·---- -- ----- ---·. -·, - -
···- .-.-. ·---- -




to telephone trunking or rnachine repair problems o __ ln __ inven~- _________________ _ ---------·- - --·---------- - ---· ·----. ---···· ---· - --- -- . ---- .. ·-. --
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. der1t ·of the process generating the demands 9 . that ~the ~eplena 
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Again the queuing theory has failed to make any distinction 
between the time lag required for production (the replenish-
rne11t -tin1e) and the rate at vr}1ich llni ts ca_n be produced11 If 
tl1e system I'eple11isl1n1ent tin1e is less tl1a11 tl1e sys·tern arri ,,al 
rate, queuing theory, as typically exposited for a single 
cJ1annel leads to the forrna·tion of an infi11i te queue on -the 
demand sideo Actually, no matter how long the average re-
plenishme11t time (provided that it is finite) the queue is 
not infinite as long as the productive capacity at the source 
is sufficiently great to meet the demandso In most realis-
·tic situations, it is necessary to distinguish between the 
production rate at the source and the replenishment time 
that" may be arbi trarilylong ·eve11 wher1 very. large rates of· 
production are possible 
. ' 
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h clrkov Chain.B 
The mathematical models have often been associated with 
stochastic phenomenae A stochastic process is defined to be 
simply an indexed collection of ra~nd.orn variables )Ct, v.rhere 
the inde:x t runs througl1 a gi 1ren set To Often 111 is talcen to 
be the set of non~negative integers, and Xtrepresents a 
measurable characteristic of interest at time to The sto-
chastic process, ~1, X2, X3, ----, may represent the collection 
of daily inventory levels of a given~product, or the collection 
of daily demand of this product@ 
A stochastic process Xt is said to have the Markovian 
I~t=i). = P (Xt+1= j/Xt=i) for t=o·,, 1, ---- a The conditional 
---pro ba bi 1 i ty P(Xt+1=j/Xt=i) are called transition probabilities 
and are usually denoted by pijo. ,, 
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--··- ··----'· . having a known ~robability d·istribution and. let ;'{i be the· ,.;" ' . . . 
._ 
• .. l;_I, ., •• 
.... , .... ,.,, ... 
~;j~. 
' . n . ,.., nurnber of i terns on -hand: at the -- e,nd of ·i th periods Let X0 be-
: ';, 
·"' . --.... .,.., -
{; 
t J~t e r1 u rnb e :r· o j~ i -t e r11 s on. }1 ;:1r1 d. a t ~th. e o ti ~ts e t a11 d rJ. s c tl rn e ~t; 11 a. t 
store uses (s,S) policy for replenishmentw 
stoc}c Elt tl1e er1d of t11e t tl1 \veel-c is a I/Iar}co-v cl1ain" ' "l 11J1Cl 
"t . l lS easy to obtain the (one step) transisti6n probab-
ilitieso 
,1.nd \Ni t11 the help of Chapman-I{olrnogarov equations it 
is easy to compute then-step transistion probabilitiesa 
n n-1 p = p Q p 
n l~nd thus by finding P one can compute tl1e probabilities of 
•. finding a certain stock at the end of n-th periodo Again 
let ij be the e~pected first passage time from state i to 
,· (/ 
state j (ioeo number of transi-stions made· by the p~_9cess in 
going from_ i to j for the first tin1e) then 
---~- =--=: - ,.....___- - ---
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,The equati.ons can be used to con1pute ··the':.:expectecl time until· 
"''" 
· ... ~~eady=state Pfobabili ti~S 
\Ve haye __ -_ 
.. 
. (n). 
lim p" .. = ·rrJ. 
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TI· = 1 J 
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for~ j=O, 1, 
The "steac:ty-state" probabilities can give us t11e probability 
of £inding a particular stock after large numbei of periodso 
"Expected Cost of the Inventor_.y" 
If states .. and • positive 1. J are recurrent and belong to 
one class, then 
l n 
.(~l 
-lim n }; p: .. " =TT • n~e:G) };:=l lJ J 
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. c-ost · per unit time ~~sociated with a Tv1arlcov Chaino 
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In the inventory problem, suppose the costs to be considered 
clI~e orcieri11r?: cos·t !1_J1c1 -t11e pena.l t~r cost for ur1satisf ied 
d e rf1 r:i, )'-j (1 -10~ ...... !c Thus we can simply conclude that the cost incurred 
for period t can be described as a function of Xt-l and 
Dt i.e. C (Xt-1, Dt)• The demands Dt are independently dist-
I 
ributed random variables and the sequence (X
0
, x1 , lx2 , ----- )/ 
)~t) is indepencler1t of Dt a \ 
T}1en e:x:pected~ cost u11it time • average pe1~ 1S 
n .M 
.:, lim E 1 cE C (~{t-1 11 Dt) - ' :E I( ( j) TI • n~ao -= t..:..1 j=O J n 
v1here 
K (j) = E [ C (j,Dt)] 
v,e v1ere as.surning the (s 9 S) policy.; So the random variables 
X are clearly dependent and may be evaluated iteratively 
by the expressions 
ri·18..t~ Ls-D t±_l , .o .J , . 
·----------:--
,,. 
Xt+ 1 = _________________ _ 
--- -. ----Max lXi;-Dt+l 'o J, 
- .. 
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i:f xt >- s 
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for t=09 1, 2,· ~---
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,-in order to identify.th~ policy that minimizes the expe6ted . 
:._.,: '. . · ....... ,.l .. r. 
! '· 
average inventory cost per period~ 
' . 
. : ·- -!· . 
~ . ' i. 
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. (/ 
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' _.9- : 
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==--• ...... ;; . 
{~, o· '1,c-,_ . ,!-
.. _.... .a "'· 
...I 1- "" r,r,• l' • C ea .,..J. --ll 'l ___ ( 1 l ·r "'· l C l1 --~ ~Le. c:• e 1 L, • e.,... ,J. ..,,_ ~L -~ L, ~ u fl possible to construct a 
mathematical model for any given inventory system and to use 
it to find optimal decisions for that systemD 
quite frequently inventory systems are encountered for which 
it is quite difficult -to construc-t rna~hernatical rnodels o TJ1e 
f i11.i te I/larlcov c}1ain approach ca11 be taJ{e11 -for such p1 ... oblems Q 
h'iarlcov c11air1 approacJ1, t11ot1gJ1 tl1eo1~etically feasible, • • lS l11 
practice not suitable fo~ the analysis of the general inven-
tory system under studya 
of sin1ulationo 
An alternative approach the use ~ lS 
Even for a very sirnple inventory eJcample Idarkov chain 
_ approach vvould~ in general lead to very large transistion 
rnatrices a The size of the transistion matrices becomes 
larger by several ordex"s of magnitude vvhen lead time is not 
zero·o ,, . .-It tl1u.s appears _that tl1e size of the I\i1arlcov chain, 
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are important in inventory control are feedback, lag or re-
action time, the type of control, and the notion of stability. 
Servo-theory gives a means for analyzing the behaviour 
of control systems, Studies of industrial inventory manage-
rnen-t problerns have rather freqv.en-tl~r shov111 that e:{isting in-
VEntory control methods· in industry often violate sound 
control conceptso The economy of the company is maintained 
in the face of instability and inefficiency in the inventory 
control system, only because of the constant attBntion and 
the exercise of overriding common sense, and the use of 
expedi ting·-<·and· other emergency n1easures outside the routine 
systemo A control system that works only when there are no 
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the inventory of ~he finished goodso Assuming th~t on ·the ' ' .... , ' . 
w bas··is of· ·intormation.c- about orders ,arid the inventory e1,cess· 
. r. 
.. r 
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• 
nmnufacturing rate of the product of a certain number of 
unitsa At some later date, the lag being determined by the 
time required for production, the units of product put into 
production at the initial time are actually produced and 
c1dded to inve11t0I'Y'o I.1ea11vJhile the cus-'con1ers orders can be 
continuously withdrawn from inventoryo Information regarding 
the inventory level is in turn fed back to be compared con-
ti11uously vvi th the optimurn invento1"'y and the calculated 
error employed, in turn, to redetermine the planned production 
rateo 
This system obviously possesses the( characteristics of 




and input ( custorners ·. orders , and optirnu1n inventory) e It 11as 
.. 0 I. ' ' feedback loopa error > planned prod 'tion > actual pro-
. 
' 
duction ~> inventory ~>-errora The error initiates a 
. change in planned· production in such a_ dir~~t_i9n___as_t_o __ r.e.duce 
J • 
/" the erroro , 
- - ./.. -
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r(t) - inventory requesteda 
c(t) = inventory available~ 
e(t) - inventory shortage, e(t)=r(t)-c(t) 
u(t) - the control signal, 
or to .Procure., order· to nrod.uce ,,I. 
D - Controller or decision maker 
F = planto 
Assume that the order to produce (t) is proportional 
to the error,u(t) = K e{t), and the rate of production 
proportional to the order to produce, 
c(t) = Jt au(t)dt + c(o+) 
. 0 
. . 
using t~e Laplace transform technique we get 
aK c ( o+ ) .. 




with ct. =al(. e(t) represents the inventory shortage, given 
by 
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If r(t) is & unit ramp one- obtains 
l r1 t ;;e: [1-e c..ci J -!-
e (-t) 
If t tends to i~inity, e(t) tends to~ which in cont-
rast to the case of unit step input, is not zero; this imp-
lies tl1at there V:Jill be an inventory sJ10I'tageo For r(·t) = 
t 2 this inventory shortage will increase as a function of 
time and in practice will lead to bankruptcyo The system 
could be improved by modifying the control lawo 
There are ot11.er models also vvhere san1pling of inf or-. 
. matio11 takes place, inventory is revievred perioc1ically and 
.r . 
pure delay is present at the pla~te 
·-.;_ 
Thus the general conclusion drawn is that the basic 
approach and· fundamental -techniques of servo-raechanism 
~-· 
the.cry can indeed be applied_ fruitfully to the analysis and 
design of decision procedures for pro.duction-inve~-~9.J;_y con--···--·--~ --····· - . - .. . --- . . _____ .,____ 
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. Jiljgir. "I 
r,Ietv1or1{ and 11e-tvlorlc analysis are pla~rii1g cln inc1~easi11gly 
important role in the description and improvement of oper-
ational systems primarily because of the ease with which 
systems can be modeled in network formG The original motive 
for netv101~1r cons·tructio11 and 1.J.se v1::1s to 11ave a starti11g 
point for analysis and scheduling of the operational systemo 
' The GERT approach cornbines concepts of PERT type net-
works with flowgraph conceptse From PERT the concepts are 
taken that a branch can be used to represent an activity and 
that the time to perform the activity is a parameter of the 
brancha From flowgraph theory, the analysis procedure in-
•, . ... :.:.· . borporating a topological equation is utilizedo 
GERT ,c_an be used as a tool for -t11e analysis of inventory 
systen1s o 
There are three major approaches to the .matherriatical 
ra ode l j. n g of inventory problem~-, · deterministic, stoc·hastic, · 
anq stationary· model.so 
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solution of th$ inventory prob.lem· by mea11s of ·the· deterrnin-. I • ... 
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· an. optimizing techni·que o Therefore GERT is·~ not useful _~1hen • 
c9nsidering the stochastjc:m9del-approachg GERT can be. use·d 
. (} 
in the analysis of stationary-type modelso 
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equi ,rale11t ~to -t.he ,.., ~- 0 C J"'r_ CJ l, lo level of ir1 ver1~to1"",,r Vll-i e11 . ' l--C .._, 
rev·i ev1e d. $ A negative state indicates stockouto 
Generating Function ,--, or -'c}1e -tirne 011 .. the pa ·tJ1s of 
netv101")l( v, ill represe11t t}1e t "' i:; irne be tv1e ei--1 • rev1evvs o 
If S=4, s=O, N=4 and the probability of the number of 
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ii) The distribution of the number of inspections between 
orders can also be found; tis,sl(s,c) 
the MGF of the number of inspectionsa 
C"-0 ~- \-.rill be 
iii) The average inventory can be obtained by dividing the 
I 
expected value of the sum of the inventory levels for 
the period between receiving orders by expected 
duration between orders. And expected ~~e of sum of 
~ 
the inventor1 levels is 
• . . t;' . 
. . 
. ., 
d f1.[s R S l ( q S ) 
ds s=O 
where q is the average inventory during the period described 
-- --- -
--·---••••--•-•-••~ •u-•••- •• •-----·--••··---•••- ·•-
-------·-·-----·--·---· -------------- - pElriOd and. thus the average a.iyiu_al ,cost • 
i V) We can also compute the expected cost during the reorder 
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·_ vii) 
-If the lead time exists p ·the·· distributiori of the sue-
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In the last few pages emphasis was on formulating and 
solving mathematical models which represent real systems. 
One of the main strangths of this approach is that it abs-
tracts the essence of the problem and reveals its underlying 
structure, thereby providing insight into the cause and 
effect relationship within the sy~tem. Therefore, if its 
possible to construct a mathematical model that is both a 
reasonable idealization of the'problem and amenable to 
solution, this analytical approach usually i~ superior to 
.. - ' ----------·----------·---·-- -- \ 
simulation. However, many pr6blem'i3 are so complex that 
I O •. . ·~?. _:.;.._J> they cannot be solved analytl'Gfllfy. Thu~, ~ven though it 
-
tends to be a relatively expensiv~ procedure, simulation 
often provides the only practical approach to a problem. 
Thus some of the common reasons for ,simulating .are,1 
(J ·- " -,___ -- --···----·--·----------- •----·-- -·- ------- -----
(l) We do not know a good mathematical analytical method 
' c, • • 
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, (J). We are looking to deVelop a gr-~ater intuitive. Und9r- .. 
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·(4) We want to see if we Ca:n discover new. empirical P!'in-
(5) 
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_-. rc·iples of production-.inventor_y ·tnanagenient~' 
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And one can say that simulation 
Etre sin1ttlz1ting ( 01: rll1ose appea~ra:t1ce Vle zt1~e assurni11g v:i tl1ou-t 
the reality) is the production system in which the scheduling 
or inventory problem is imbeddeda 
In the case of inventory problems, the purpose of simu-
lation might be to predict th~ probability of stockouts 
given unusual, possibly non~quantitative probability rules 
fo1~ sales, vendo1~ c1eli veries and./or n1antifactu~ring lead times o 
Thus we can imagine that interaction of uncertainty in 
the su_pply lead time vvi t11 variable demand can produce a very 
con1plex raatl1en1atical problen10 T11is si tu.ation can be handled 
by r.1onte-Carlo sirnulation met11odse The simulation might 
more properly be re±")erred to as to L·Ionte Carlo solutio·n of 
__ probability problen1s Q Such problems can often be solved by 
strict math~matical arguments, except that the computation/ 
-------·--·-········ . ------- ;--.--.~~-- - ------ -- ,--· . ______________ ,-c._______ 
"" 1 




·---~--------out .. -s·imulation we: need data· ·on .both the- demiinct an.d lead tin1e -----·--·------··-
- -- . L~,,.·- --·- - - -· ( 
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- . . I II 
-distribution~ Vli th this distrib.ution ·data 9 v1e can simulate 
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... The· ·use· · .··· .. '>., 
tf,• 
• 
·. of ''simulat,ion n1ethodology. would be feasible, for a system 
involving_ l~rge numbers o.f i tems 9 only vvith: autornatic. data. 
_..., 
. processing systems \Nb.ere buffer stoclr con1putation'·Cou·ld be .... "'"' 
inco~porated as a subroutineQ \ . ' . I 
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to 19,y c1 e c i r::; i o 11 s a_I1 d. .Pol i c i e s • rr J:1 e s e J) r o lJ J_ e rn s c ar111 o t be so 1 ve c1 -
except by simulating the behaviour of the production system 
operating under given inventory policies. The problem is 
essentially to simulate the scheduling aspect of the pro-
duction system in order to determine how jobs interfere with 
each o-c11er 9 s progress and hov,, in particulaI~, a give11 inven-
tory policy will compound these effortso 
Quite a number of studies tltilizing inventory sirnulation 
models have been performed but no unexpected empirical dis~ 
coveries have been made so faro Maybe-no one seems willing 
to· commit the necessary funds to pay for Lhe computer time 
. to pursue the simulation road to the discovery of new empir~ 
ic·al 1rnov1ledge o · 
Although simulation is a very versatile tool, however, 
.......... 
it is by no raeans a panacea a Simulation is inherently an 
imprecise techniqueo· It provides only statistical estimates 
. ~ ··- , .. . J -· ... . ·······--·-- ... - .. . . 
... --- ~ 
·-. . rather than exact results~ and it only con1par~s alternatives " 
~. 
__ rather than generating the optimal ones \ " 
. . i_., 
- --
----- -- - ----- _____ : ___ ··-
Furthermore, simu-
• -· ,,- -,, •-. :__,·w•"•."-.l.-• • • - - ' ' • ,•-
. , .. ------ ·"··-----.,---~·-------- -------- - -----· -··-- - ------- - - - ... ----·-·· ------- --- -
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~-. lation is a slow a11d co·stly v:ray to stud·y a problemo It 
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. pu-'cer running time o · Simu1··atioi1. models tend· ·to become -un- -
\Vieldy 9 so tl1at the number ·o.f cases tha·t .. can be run and the . . 
. 
',, ;1 
accuracy· of _ the results obtained o:ften. ·turn" out to . be. very· 
. ,: i . 
.. ..; ll -
'·"' . . ,
. 
. -~ . ,{~- S\ : . .. 
",,.J:, 
. . • ----------~----- •-·-----"---··---~ . ·--·---
--------~= ==..:c..~_.Jc:;:-_C~,c-,.,.,_.._. _ _,._,~.~~-.,,_:_.-_._.-o.~ ~---.._... • 
.-:: ... LI_-;;.,,.,·-.--,_,,,.;_:-¥'..._•·',',"'":~~~~~ 
\i: 
,._ :. - M I iliiiiiiiiiiiliiliiiiiiiiiiialllli'iiilllllilliiiiiiiii ..... ~l==a=-~~----'-----· _· _- _____ : -- - ~· ----------· -· -----~ 
- ··- -- . .£ ... :. C~- --=--·--·- - --~ - -
inadequate. Finally, simulation yields only numerical data 
ctbou-t tJ1e perfor1nc:.~nce o1"' tl1.e svs~ten1, so tho.t it !)rovides no ~ V 
insight into the cause and effect relationship within the 
sys-te1n e1ccep-t for t11e clues that can be gleaned from these 
numbers0 Therefore, it is very expensive to conduct a 
sensitivity analysis of the parameter values assumed by the 
model. The only possible way would be to conduct new series 
of simulation runs with different parameter values, which 
would tend to provide relatively little information at a 
relatively great costa 
Despite these limitations, · simulation unque·stionably ... 
has an important place in the theory and practice of inventory 
control. It is an invaluable tool for use on those probLems 
where more satisfactory techniques of analysis have failed. 
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SELECTIOrr 0}' l\ IiIODEL - . 
The purpose in constructing any type of model for an 
i11vento1,"\y systern .. lS to use it as an aid in developing a 
suitable operating doctrine for the systema The criterion 
for selecting the operating doctrine is that of profit 
mwcimization or cost minimizationo 
The task of determining the optimal model is so dif-
ficult that it is either impossible or very uneconomicalo 
In some cases the model may be so complicated that it is 
extremely difficult to do anything analyticallyo In such 
cases one can use a computer and simulation to steady various 
n1odelsa Simulation is a very useful tool for studying hov.r 
anj[ rnodel can be e}~pected. _to behave in the real -vrorld sys-
temo It is helpful in studying Vlhat sor·t· of behaviour can_ 
be expected wh~n using a model obtained under conditions 
different from those\ assumed. in deriving the moo.el o T11e 
-proce·d~ure is. to sirnul~-te . in time the behaviour of the. system·" 
,· 
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' . ~ by makix1g a nun1ber · of _··assump-tions · anct get the ·results o 
th.~~c,c·,sa-rrie time one could.· jump up. and, say this is a 
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in trouble if profit or constr~tint equations turn out to be 
non-linear a So v1e ~thinlc of Dyna.mic pJ~ogra~rnrni11g ztr1ci frr\rotll" 
it as it gives the general method of solution, linear or 
T11en sucldenly vie thinlr al though the solu·tions sugges-tecl 
by calculus, L 0Pt D0P etc0 may be elegant, we are all off on 




The ·objective of trying to fit mathematical functions 
to real world problems is just impracticals The only way to 
,. research real-world problems is simulations And we think of 
structuring the problem logically, identiiying the block or 
' -
. modules and then prepare the flov1 cI1arts s • . In this vvay one ,~,-
is not trying to avoid non-linearities nor invent theme 
.. 
Thus we see that.the·basic inventory prbblems are not 
by 11ature LP 9 Lagrange rnultiplie:r~, · DP or sin1ulation prob-,.. 
/. 
/ ' ,,r , 
- / lems, ~er sea· These problems_~ecome so by defaulto There-, 
/ 
fore .one must make a'\"deq_j.J:ti9rt a.po_u_t ___ how -~to_,_struc-tu~e ---a-- _gi-ven --~·::~-:,·- ---···--·--------·-··-·-----···--·---.. --- --· -·------·-·-···----- ---~----- . . - ··. . 
. 
. 
problemo But this is not tha endo~ Having decided upon a 
structure one mu.st choose several methods~··of _ solt1tiono One 
·must. ·attempt to.· tira\\7 .. up · a fl-ovv: '·qhart forr the p~_QJ;~e_;r_·_gpp~Q~Gh ____ ~-·---- _ . ----~ ------- --- - -- - - - - - - . _____________ --.: .... -•--·-. --
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-----·----------- . .. 
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. turinge .· l\lthough_ both. these methods of. ~tructuring· share~-. 
·. raany problems. (data .gathe~ing 9 programming etca) 9 the tvvo 
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FUNCTIONAt STRUCTURING 
lG It uses mathematical £unctions/equations to describe 
the system under studyo Each term describes a 
certain parameter involvedo ..... 
2ff Here basic conventional, may be complicated, mathem-
atical tools are employed to solve the problems 
Jo Sometimes it is hard and time consuming to find the 
proper functions/equations to realistically des-
c~ibe th~ ·system under studyo 
LOGICAL STRUCTURING 
lo It us~s flow charts/~tructure tables to describe 





crib~s a certain parameterG< 
---- ------' -_---_---,·.----_---··, .··--- ._ .. --- ·--- ---------· - ------ - -- --- - - -r 
-------
. - . 
--~-=------:=:::--
--- _ ------~:_:.-.=~- -~-.;~,~-'--c-----~=:_ - > ~:.;.>:2:-~ - }Iere the systen1 can be describ-ed more preqisely 
:/.' 
but if flow chart-s be~on1e too· ·extensive, to fit 
. ... -
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Considering these four'differentiations explicitly, 
.. it is easy to·calculate.that there are 24 different Classes 
····-« 
of inventory problemso \ / \ ......_,~' 1\ctuall~,, there are other distinc-
.. I"-. 
~---·-
... _ .·,, ·. tions which are also bf conSiderable imJ)ortance
9 
so the 
. - ~ ~ - - ... · .. 
- - - -- - - . - - ------ ···--- ----
--------;:-·---------------- . --- The t8.ble show~ .a s1.,1rnmary"oJ the various modeis applied 
total P:umber of- inventory prOblems is enormous. . _ , .... 
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Suitable for solving problems having 
Determi11.istic dernand with cor1stant lead. ~tirne o 
the interaction among i terns 8~ quantity d.iscoun-ts 0 
vvell as dynamic decisio11 process, Lagrange rnt1l i.,iplie11" tec11-
niq_ue suited to s1nall probl~n1s e Large problerns cal1se cornpL1.-
tational techniqueso Suite~both to hig.~h volume as well as ·. / ~ 
low volume inventory problems. 
'Gen;rally used where method of ob-'caining cornmodi ty is 
supplying'' ieee Production-scheduling problem and demand is 
deterministico Easy to computee Linear relationship is as-
' 
sumedo ·Requires a very accurate forecasting .. technique as it is · 
'· p~imarily a model for important seasonal fluctuations in demandt: 
: 
I . 
( • ·.: 1 0 D 0 Dynamic decision processo Quite suitable for high/low volume 
production-ihventory-scheduling problemso 
.-.'!/' Dynamic inventory problem (Probabilities as well as stocha~tic 
demand vvith variable lead tirne) vvith a finite number of periods,· 
domputati6nal difficulties with high dimensionality problemse 
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l ,. ·. ; ' 
Suitable for solving problems having 
d9cision process.. Large (digital computer required for numer-
ical solutions. · Determiriistic models can also be worked out • 
' Probabilistic demand (Poisson distribution) wi~h vari-
able· 1.ead time. Not much practical use as the ass1Amptions in 
Queui~g theory·are not quite suitable to invenLory problems. r-• .:.-r • 
Otherwise suitable :for low volume inventory problems with bulky 
& expensive items. Dynamic decision process. 
Stochastic demand with constant lead time, ., 
Compt1ta.tional 
not suitable for general inventory problems. Simulation model 
ficulties when the lead time is not zero. 
Theoretically feas-
t.! 
i"ble where mathematical model is difficult to construct but 
. more sui tabl.e s 
' . 
' 
Suitable for the design of adaptive control inventory system, 
.Although it is less important for its operational character-
istics it gives good conceptual contributions. Dynamic:aecision . 
... 
ii · i process. Probabilistic demand with constant lead time. r.~ore 1_.r, 
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. ,, Suitable for solving problems having \ 
suitabl~ for ptoduction-inventory scheduling problems~ 
Numerical computation easy with a digital computer~ 
Probabilistic dernand vii t~ const_a.nt/arbi tra1~y lea.d. • • 't.1rne 111 
ti ~el~r nevJ model and mostly v1ork c1one in tl1e sir1g].~ 
inventory problemso Computer-type solu.tioI1 
~odel becomes very complicatedo 
lViost suitable for probabilistic/stocha~stic dema11d 




it fs difficult to construct the mathematical model, I 
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